
Q132A

Q421A
POWERFUL AND DURABLE
WORK FOR HEAVIER WEIGHT FABRICS SUCH AS DENIM, LEATHER, 
CANVAS AND CORDUROY.

The metal plate on the surface of 
machine's arm allow fabrics to pass 
smoothly.

METAL BED PLATE

The powerful motor enable the machine 
achieve 1000 stitches per minute.

POWERFUL MOTOR
Quick bobbin threading system come with 
bobbin thread cutter. there is no need to 
bring up the bobbin thread before sewing.

BOBBIN THREAD CUTTER

The included extension table provides a larger 
working area when working with larger projects. 

EXTENSION TABLE

Having the stitching placed according to the 
required.

ADJUSTABLE NEEDLE  POSITIONS

FREE ARM
It is easier to sew relatively tight tubes of 
fabric, such as sleeves and pant legs.

Having control over stitch placement. 
With a maximum stitch width of 6mm and 
maximum stitch length 4.5mm . 

ADJUSTABLE STITCH LENGTH & WIDTH

Presser foot pressure can be adjusted 
according to your project, so that machine 
can feed either lightweight fabrics or heavier 
weight fabrics well.

ADJUSTABLE PRESSER FOOT PRESSURE
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FEATURES Q421A Q132A

Built-in stitches

Automatic button hole

Automatic needle threader

Extra high sewing speed

Top drop in bobbin system

Automatic bobbin winder

Presser foot pressure adjustment

Thread tension adjustment

Selectable needle positions

Stitch length control

Stitch width control

Buttonhole balance control 

Drop feed system

Reverse lever

Free arm

Bobbin thread cutter

Snap-on presser foot

LED Illumination

Metal bed plate

Built-in accessory storage

Extension table

Q421A

Q132A

CONTACT

The all purpose foot is used for most utility sewing, from 
straight stitch to zig-zag stitching. The leveling button 
features the capability to jump over large lumps while sewing. 
No more getting stuck at a rise or uneven surfaces! 

ALL PURPOSE FOOT

The non-stick foot is designed to be used on hard to handle 
fabric such as leather, plastic, and coated fabric. The foot has 
a non-stick coating on the underside to allow fabrics to pass 
under the foot smoothly. 

NON-STICK FOOT

The three different size of needles will give you the option of 
using either size according to your project from lightweight 
fabrics to heavy weight fabrics . 

PACK OF NEEDLES (#11,#14,#16)

‧All purpose foot
‧Zipper foot
‧Buttonhole foot
‧Button sewing foot
‧Non-stick foot
‧Pack of needles (#11,#14,#16)
‧Twin needle
‧Edge/quilting guide

‧Bobbin (4x)
‧Spool holders
‧Auxiliary spool pin
‧Spool pin felt
‧L-screwdriver
‧Seam ripper/brush
‧Soft cover
‧Extension table

FREE USEFUL ACCESSORIES,INCLUDING EXTENSION TABLE


